But in that time, she became a versatile, seasoned leader. “I have really had five or six different careers within one company. My network has been incredibly influential on a personal level, but also professionally ... I have figured out over the years that you need to be really intentional about building the networks that help you move in the right direction.”

As a top executive, Gail faces enormous collaborative demands imposed by meetings, phone calls and emails. “All of those things are magnified in my job now ... And don’t forget the social media: I’m supposed to monitor Instagram, Twitter, Facebook ... There is no balance. In fact, we should quit using that word. The beauty of today is integration. My life is so much better because I can sit at a parent/teacher conference or a soccer game and my boss will call if he needs me. I can check email wherever I am.”

The ability to see the benefits and the opportunities of their 24/7, high-demand careers is a common thread among senior leaders who are truly thriving at work. Our research has found that these leaders are aware and appreciative of what they have in life. “I was born being positive, but I’ve had some really crappy times in my life, too. I believe either you get out of bed in the morning and make life what it is, or it gets made for you.”

Gail brings that same intentionality to creating a life that is aligned with her values, even as she has taken on roles of increasing scope. Like other high performers who are thriving, Gail has adopted practices that help her structure work around a clear set of values and priorities. For example, every Monday, she spends an hour with her staff scheduling the next four weeks. “If what is there does not align with people, purpose or passion, it gets moved ... I know where my priorities are and how I want each of my 24 hours to be spent. I am incredibly intentional about it. My kids and my husband sacrifice a lot for this job, but I don’t miss birthdays, soccer games, the stuff that matters to them. I don’t apologize for it.”

Gail’s clarity and confidence comes in part from a deep set of values around family and faith, shared by her husband and extended family. It also is tied up in her broad and boundary spanning professional network. This, too, is showing up in the research. People with strong, diverse networks are less likely to be caught up in the minutia or political currents of work. Rather than being defined by the environment or the systems, they chart their course and are confident in their options if they need to make a change. They are less reactive to challenges in one arena, because they are strengthened by something good or valued in another.
For Gail, several experiences stand out that have shaped her and solidified her clarity and purpose. “One of my bosses was falling apart at home and being wildly successful at work. I realized, That could be me. You have to be really grounded to do this job. For me, it came from very consciously saying, If this costs me my career, I am OK with that. We’ll figure it out.” She also gained perspective during a personally vulnerable time, when she was hospitalized for six weeks. “In the middle of an incredibly stressful job, my body shut down ... You start to look at things differently and make different choices ... I’ve been promoted three times since then.” She has seen other senior leaders operate with similar clarity and transparency. “That willingness to be transparent and honest, come to the table with who you are—not just life as depicted by Facebook—I respect and have tried to model, too.”

Gail’s husband and extended family are supporters of her work success—and also the strongest ties to pull her back into her larger identity. She and her husband have always spent a lot of time talking about the logistics of their lives, but more important, they regularly revisit whether they are living their lives in ways that reflect what matters most to them. Her mother and sisters, too, are trusted “truth tellers” and will call her out if she is messing up or missing something. “There’s just a ton of love and mutual respect in these relationships ... I am lucky I can have those gut-check conversations.”

Church and faith, too, pull Gail to what is most important. Whether praying on her drive to work or when her introspective husband says, I’ve been thinking about what the pastor said, Gail tries to listen. Older couples at church, too, have a way of helping Gail shift away from the pressures of work. After one particularly intense and exhausting time, one woman gently said, You know this is not what it is all about, right?

Gail knows her larger purpose makes her who she is—and makes her better at work. “Success is about being aligned with a higher purpose and power. It comes from knowing what that compass is ... The people I look up to the most are really good at that, even if they are not of the same faith ... It’s the higher purpose—they know it’s not just them.”